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	Title: How Do Different Sizes and Shapes of Rocket Fins Affect How High the Rocket Flies?
	School: Evangel Christian Academy, Colorado Springs
	Sponsor: Olivia Pinson
	Abstract: What size and shape of fins make a rocket go highest? I tested this by using water rockets
and modifying the fins. I used air-dry modeling clay to shape the fins. The fin shapes are spiked,
elongated, and shortened. Using my measurements I found out that the rocket with the shortened
fins went the highest. I believe this is not due to the shape of the fins, but because they were the
lightest. This could be helpful to save fuel and money for rocket scientists and rocket engineers.
In the future, I would like to study how a rocket with a different shape/size of a nose cone affect
a rocket’s height. I would do this by using Estes Rockets and buying the different Estes Rocket
“Designers Special” with a variety of different nose cones. I think by doing this, I could more
accurately control the weight of the nose cones and get an accurate measurement of how much
the different nose cones affect the height of the rocket. I would also like to purchase a digital
rocket altimeter to avoid the experimental error involved in using the altitrack.
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